Bridge Mate Seismic Tracking

Marine Technologies (MT) has established a proven track record with their cutting-edge seismic tracking system. The Bridge Mate Seismic Tracking System can be packaged with any autopilot, joystick or dynamic positioning system from MT.

Bridge Mate Seismic Tracking Advantages:

- Fully integrated with all other Bridge Mate systems from MT, such as dynamic positioning, joystick and autopilot, with no additional hardware required
- Smooth transfer to and from Bridge Mate Autopilot
- Defaults to straight ahead autopilot if “out of limit” data is input
- High risk behavior monitoring for seismic equipment (slow speed or high turn rate) in all modes
- Automatic or manual crab angle calculation and correction
- Standard seismic navigation interface
- Automatic speed control function
- Redundant handling of reference system(s) and heading sensor(s)
- Multiple operator station locations possible within a Bridge Mate Integrated Bridge System (IBS)